
Borst Shop Construction



Retirement Homestead Criteria 

 

 Remote and sparse of people 

 Plentiful wildlife 

 Four distinct seasons 

 In the mountains 

 Diversity of trees and nice Fall color 

 At least 5 acres 

 Plentiful sunshine for active solar power and passive solar heating 

 Within 30 minutes of hospital 

 Within 45 minutes of cultural activities (dining out, music venues, shopping, etc.) 

 Within 1 hour of airport 

 Within 2 hours of ocean 

 Within 2 hours of skiing 

 Ground/Surface water sources available for domestic, fire suppression, hydro power and irrigation 

 Grid power available 

 Paved road access 

 House designed to maximize comfort, energy efficiency, old age livability and to minimize maintenance 

 House constructed near road to minimize driveway snow issues 

 House constructed to be earthquake, fire, flood and hurricane/tornado resistant 

 Separate garage/shop building with guest quarters 



Retirement Homestead Design/Construction Criteria 
 

 

When we designed/constructed our retirement homestead, we wanted to maximize energy efficiency and minimize future maintenance.  So we 

made it one level, constructed the walls using Insulated Concrete Forms (ICF), designed the steel roof overhang and window location/size for 

maximum passive solar cooling/heating, heated it using hydronic radiant stamped concrete floors and placed a Masonry Heater in the center of 

the floor plan. 

 

When you can get the required heat gain of your home down to a very small number, the Coefficient of Performance (COP) of the heating 

system becomes less important and the acquisition cost of the heating system becomes more important.  We can heat both our Southern 

Oregon 2400 sf home and our separate 1600 sf garage/shop/guest quarters (ACCA Manual J 26F 99% Outdoor Design Temp) for under 

$30/month using a simple and low acquisition cost electric NextGen Boiler which is expressly designed for hydronic radiant floor heating and 

avoids the additional acquisition expense and installation expense of needing a separate hydronic panel (controller, pumps, expansion tank, 

pressure differential valve, pressure relief valve, etc.).  When we also use our Masonry Heater (via a 90 minute wood firing every other day), this 

drops to about $15/month. 

 

Given our low humidity, diurnal temp climate (ACCA Manual J 95F Outdoor Design Temp) and highly energy efficient home, we don't need or 

have Air Conditioning (AC).  Interior thermal mass, opening the windows at night and running the whole house fan for a couple hours easily 

keeps our home under 68F during the hot summer months even when we have a couple continuous weeks of triple digit temps reaching 110F.  If 

we needed AC, a mini split system may have gone into our home too.   

 

And having lived in large homes on smallish suburban property previously, we very much prefer a smaller, cozy, well-built home on a large 

remote rural property, especially as we get up in years and US population civility and IQ continues to keep decreasing. 

https://www.borstengineeringconstruction.com/NextGen_Boiler.pdf
https://www.borstengineeringconstruction.com/Masonry_Heater_Builders.pdf





















































































































































































































































































































































